Region of Waterloo Cycling Network Upgrade and Expansion Study
Design and Environmental Study

Project Overview

The Region of Waterloo is looking to convert the temporary cycling facilities introduced through a pilot project in 2019 to permanent facilities, and further expand the cycling network. At this time, the Region is only at the design phase — what kind of cycling facility should be used, what could it look like, how would it function. The approved facility design will then become part of road capital projects and incorporated in this area’s future road reconstruction.

In this study, the Region is evaluating options for both the design of permanent installations to replace the temporary separated facilities and the expansion of the Region’s cycling network to create new connections and close some of the gaps in the local and regional active transportation networks.
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Public Engagement

We’re looking for your input. We’ll offer engagement opportunities throughout the study to obtain feedback on design options from key stakeholders and members of the public, including a Public Consultation Centre in late summer or early fall of this year. To receive notices of engagement opportunities, please subscribe to the project webpage at www.engagewr.ca/waterloocycling.
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